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Abstract. The aim of this study was to construct a makeup support
system. This system will show what kind of impression a user’s face gives
to other persons. Moreover, the system shows how to apply makeup, on
the basis of individual facial features, to achieve the ideal impression. In
the first step of the research described in this paper, we conducted an ex-
periment in which subjects evaluated facial pictures of eight impressions.
On each face, facial-feature points were extracted and used to calculate
the ratio of the length and the width of parts of the face. The results of
the experiment suggested that the user’s impression will be changed by
modifying a part of the face by the use of makeup.

1 Introduction

Currently, various makeup methods are introduced in magazines, on television
shows, and in You Tube media. These examples portray representations that
include cute, sweet-devil, cool, and gorgeous women’s faces. However, when we
try to apply makeup according to these methods, the resulting effect is not
always an ideal face.

One of reasons for this less-than-ideal outcome is that our individual faces are
different and therefore require different makeup methods. It is not easy for us
to recognize our own facial features by ourselves and determine which method
is right for us.

There are many kinds of faces: narrow faces and round faces; there are also
many kinds of eyes: drooping eyes, up-angled eyes, and wide-open eyes. For
example, there is a certain woman whose face is narrow, with a vase-shaped
chin. She wants to present herself with a cool impression. If she applies blusher
to her cheeks sharply and obliquely, her facial features may be forced and she
may not present the cool impression. Namely, it is important to consider our
individual facial features, as well as find a good method of makeup, for an ideal
result.

Some research shows what kinds of faces people consider to be beautiful [1][2].
Langlois et al. [3] showed that an average face is considered to be beautiful;
Grammer, et al. [4] showed that a symmetric face is considered to be beautiful.
However, the ideal face that each woman wants to present is not only “beautiful”
but also “cool,” “cute,” and so on.
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In our research, we aimed to construct a makeup support system. This sys-
tem enables a user to recognize her individual facial features and discern their
individual characteristics (e.g., Your eyes are smaller than the eyes of a typical
women). Next, this system shows what kind of impression her face gives to other
persons. (e.g., You look like a cute type). Then, she inputs her ideal impression
into the system (e.g., “I want to achieve a cool impression”). The system will
show her how to apply makeup on the basis of her facial features (e.g., You
should put on eyeliner thickly).

The first step of our research, as described in this paper, demonstrates that
features of parts of the face have an impact on other people’s impression.
Nakayama et al. [5] showed that a system user’s own preferred face can be
estimated from his/her preference for each part of the face. Therefore, first, sub-
jects evaluates facial pictures on eight impressions. A Web service tool extracts
50 facial-feature points of each facial picture. “Facial features” are calculated
base on the ratio of the length and the width of a part of a face: face contour,
one eye, lips, and mouth of the facial pictures. Then, we analyze the correla-
tions between the eight impressions, the ratios of facial parts, and the eight
impressions and the ratio of each facial part, respectively.

2 Experiment

Depending on the facial features, people will have different first impressions. In
this section, we describe an experiment in which 20 subjects evaluated 20 facial
pictures on eight impressions. The facial features were calculated base on the
ratio of the length and the width of a part of a face.

2.1 Method

We prepared 20 facial pictures: 10 of them were pictures of Japanese unknown
female talents, e.g., actresses or models; the others were pictures of university
students. The faces in the pictures were with makeup. Twenty subjects were
university students (10 men and 10 women). The subjects were asked to watch
20 pictures and to complete a questionnaire about facial impressions of each
of the pictures. The questionnaire included eight questions to use in evaluating
the facial impressions: kawaii (cute), kirei (beautiful), kakkoii (cool), hanayaka
(gorgeous), otonappoi (adult-like), seiso (sophisticated), wakawakashii (youth-
ful), and konomidearu (preference). These impressions were decided by a pre-
experiment in which some women told us what they say when giving orders to
a makeup artist. The subjects evaluated the pictures, based on these questions,
on a 7-point scale (from -3, meaning a weak impression, to +3, meaning a strong
impression). They were able to view each picture for an indefinite period of time
to evaluate it.

2.2 Correlations between Eight Impressions

The subjects evaluated 20 facial pictures in about 15 minutes, on average. Table
1 and Table 2 show the correlation coefficients between eight impressions on the
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basis of the evaluation results for 10 of the students’ facial pictures and 10 of
the talents’ facial pictures, respectively. In each table, there are 28 correlation
coefficients (28 pairs).

In the correlation coefficients of Table 1, there are significant strong corre-
lations (p < 0.05) between 11 pairs, and there are weak correlations (p < 0.1)
between five pairs. There is no inverse correlation.

In the correlation coefficients of Table 2, there are significant strong correla-
tions (p < 0.05) between only three pairs. Moreover, there are significant inverse
correlations (p < 0.05) between five pairs, and there are weak inverse correla-
tions (p < 0.1) between one pair. Seven impressions other than “preference”
are divided into four categories: 1. cute and youthful, 2. beautiful, cool, and
adult-like, 3. gorgeous, 4. sophisticated.

Table 1. Correlation coefficients between eight impressions on the students’ facial
pictures

cute beauty cool gorgeous adult-like sophisticated youthful preference

1 .867 .437 .777 .010 .717 .808 .914
cute .001 ��� .207 .008 ��� .977 .020 ��� .005 ��� .000���

.867 1 .696 .829 .472 .588 .498 .903
beauty .001 ��� .026��� .003 ��� .169 � .074 �� .143� .000���

.437 .696 1 .734 .586 .104 .106 .618
cool .207 .026 ��� .016��� .075 �� .774 .770 .057��

.777 .829 .734 1 .404 .607 .385 .909
gorgeous .008�� .003 ��� .016� .246 .063�� .272 .000���

.010 .472 .586 .404 1 .097 -.403 .309
adult-like .977 .169� .075 �� .246 .791 .249 .385

.717 .588 .104 .607 .097 1 .441 .771
sophisticated .020 ��� .074 �� .774 .063�� .791 .202 .009���

.808 .498 .106 .385 -.403 .441 1 .617
youthful .005 ��� .143 � .770 .272 .249 .202 .057��

.914 .903 .618 .909 .309 .771 .617 1
preference .000 ��� .000��� .057 �� .000 ��� .385 .009 ��� .057 ��

The upper sections show coefficient correlation rates, and the lower sections show significance

probabilities. ���, �� and � show significance level of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

3 Facial Features and Impressions

In this section, we analyze the correlations between the facial features of the
facial pictures and the impressions of them by the subjects.

3.1 Extracted Facial-Feature Points

Facial-feature points were extracted using “detectFace(); [6],” a Web service tool.
The detectFace(); returns the feature-points data in XML format on the basis
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients between eight impressions on the talents’ facial
pictures

cute beauty cool gorgeous adult-like sophisticated youthful preference

1 -.472 -.807 .240 -.633 .243 .816 .525
cute .169 � .005 ��� .505 .049��� .498 .004 ��� .119�

-.472 1 .619 -.351 .899 .330 -.576 .343
beauty .169 � .056�� .320 .000 ��� .351 .081�� .331

-.807 .619 1 -.173 .777 -.092 -.837 -.313
cool .005��� .056 �� .633 .008 ��� .801 .003 ��� .379

.240 -.351 -.173 1 -.523 -.654 .397 .112
gorgeous .505 .320 .633 .121 � .040 �� .255 .757

-.633 .899 .777 -.523 1 .375 -.803 .120
adult-like .049 ��� .000 ��� .008 ��� .121 � .285 .005 ��� .740

.243 .330 -.092 -.654 .375 1 .046 .435
sophisticated .498 .351 .801 .040��� .285 .899 .209

.816 -.576 -.837 .397 -.803 .046 1 .272
youthful .004 ��� .081 �� .003��� .255 .005 ��� .899 .447

.525 .343 -.313 .112 .120 .435 .272 1
preference .119 � .331 .379 .757 .740 .209 .447

The upper sections show coefficient correlation rates, and the lower sections show significance
probabilities. ���, �� and � show significance level of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

of a two-dimensional image. Fig. 1 shows 50 feature points: outline 10, right eye
7, left eye 7, right eyebrow 6, left eyebrow 6, nose 5, and mouth 9.

We did not use the nose data and eyebrow data for face impressions. The
impression of the nose is determined based on whether it is high or low, in
general. It is difficult to handle three dimensions in our system because our
system targets two-dimensional images. Moreover, because some people shave
their eyebrows before applying their makeup, the eyebrow data could not be
included for evaluation of the impressions.

3.2 Facial Features

Seven facial features were determined from the facial-feature points.

FACE: A short face, a long face or a standard face?
These features are determined by the ratio of the length of the face divided by
the width of it. The length means the distance between the hairline (F1) and
the tip of the chin (F6). The width means the distance between two points
of the outline of the face (F3 and F9). These two points are determined by
extending the cheekbones to the outside. The larger the ratio is, the longer
the face.

EYES1: Bright eyes, slit eyes, or standard eyes?
These features are determined by the ratio of the width of the right eye
divided by its height. The width means the distance between the tail of the
eye (ER4) and its corner (ER1). The height is measured through the center
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Fig. 1. Facial features’ points

of the width of the eye (PR). The larger the ratio is, the more slitted the
eye.

EYES2: Big eyes, small eyes, or standard eyes?
These features are determined by the ratio of the width of the face (F3 to
F9) divided by the width of one eye. The bigger the ratio is, the smaller the
eye.

EYES3: Up-angle eyes, dropping eyes, or standard eyes?
These features are determined by the slope of one eye. The system compare
a line segment of the width of one eye (ER1 to ER4) with a line segment of
the width of the face (F3 to F9). The larger the positive slope of one eye,
the more up-angled the eye. The larger the negative slope of one eye, the
more dropped the eye.

CHIN: A round chin, a vase-shaped chin, or a standard chin?
These features are determined by an angle of two line segments: F3-F4 and
F5-F6. The larger the angle of two line segments, the rounder the face.

LIPS: Thick lips, thin lips, or standard lips?
These features are determined by the ratio of the width of mouth (M3 to
M7) divided by its height (M1 to M5). The width of the mouth means the
distance between its left angle and its right angle. The height of the mouth
means the distance between the middle of the upper lip and the bottom lip.
The larger the ratio is, the thinner the lips.
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MOUTH: A large mouth, a small mouth, or standard mouth?
These features are determined by the ratio of the distance between the two
pupils (PR to PL) divided by the length of the mouth (M3 to M7). The
larger the ratio is, the smaller the mouth.

3.3 Correlation Coefficients between Seven Features

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients between seven features on the basis
of the results of evaluations by 20 subjects. This table indicates a significant
correlation between FACE and EYES2. However, we can see the other pairs have
no significant correlation. Namely, these seven features are almost independent.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients between seven features

FACE EYES1 EYES2 EYES3 CHIN LIPS MOUTH

1 .202 -.590 -.037 .320 -.189 .108
FACE .394 .006 ��� .877 .169 � .424 .650

.202 1 -.268 .141 -.145 -.292 .172
EYES1 .394 .253 .552 .542 .212 .469

-.590 -.268 1 -.181 -.104 .046 -.047
EYES2 .006 ��� .253 .444 .663 .846 .843

-.037 .141 -.181 1 -.259 .067 .058
EYES3 .877 .552 .444 .270 .780 .807

.320 -.145 -.104 -.259 1 -.351 -.234
CHIN .169� .542 .663 .270 .129� .320

-.189 -.292 .046 .067 -.351 1 -.015
LIPS .424 .212 .846 .780 .129� .948

.108 .172 -.047 .058 -.234 -.015 1
MOUTH .650 .469 .843 .807 .320 .948

The upper sections show coefficient correlation rates, and the lower sections show significance

probabilities. ���, �� and � show significance level of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

3.4 Correlation Coefficients between Seven Features and Eight
Impressions

Table 4 and Table 5 show the correlation coefficients between seven features and
impressions in the students’ pictures and in the talents’ pictures, respectively.

In the students’ pictures, there are significant correlations (p < 0.05) between
three pairs: cool-FACE, cute-LIPS, and beautiful-LIPS. These results suggest
that a long face gives the impression of cool and thin lips give the impressions
of cute and beautiful.

In the talents’ pictures, there are significant correlations (p < 0.05) be-
tween four pairs: sophisticated-EYES2, sophisticated-EYES3, like-EYES3, and
gorgeous-LIPS. These results suggest that big eyes give the impression of so-
phisticated, up-angled eyes give the impression of sophisticated (the preference),
and thin lips give the impression of gorgeous.
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Table 4. Correlation coefficients between seven features and impressions in the stu-
dents’ pictures

cute beauty cool gorgeous adult-like sophisticated youthful preference

.457� .494� .723��� .586�� .244 .007 .465� .539�

FACE .184 .147 .018 .075 .498 .985 .175 .108

.116 -.148 .061 .105 -.334 .330 .271 .179
EYES1 .749 .684 .867 .772 .345 .352 .448 .621

-.248 -.192 -.009 -.159 -.195 -.257 -.452� -.331
EYES2 .489 .596 .980 .661 .589 .473 .190 .351

.165 .069 -.115 -.187 -.124 .137 .527� .149
EYES3 .650 .850 .752 .605 .733 .706 .117 .681

-.345 -.136 -.251 -.344 .173 -.260 -.560�� -.411
CHIN .329 .707 .484 .331 .632 .469 .092 .239

.647��� .726��� .197 .374 .292 .534� .435 .545�

LIPS .043 .017 .585 .287 .412 .112 .209 .103

.285 .161 .337 .208 -.155 -.168 .549� .272
MOUTH .425 .656 .340 .564 .670 .642 .100 .447

The upper sections show coefficient correlation rates, and the lower sections show significance

probabilities. ���, �� and � show significance level of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

Table 5. Correlation coefficients between seven features and impressions in the talents’
pictures

cute beauty cool gorgeous adult-like sophisticated youthful preference

-.456 .162 .238 .220 .092 -.385 -.208 -.129
FACE .185� .656 .508 .542 .800 .271 .564 .722

.053 -.144 .174 .276 -.097 -.406 -.226 .114
EYES1 .883 .692 .631 .441 .790 .244 .531 .754

.215 -.039 -.033 -.462 .199 .690 -.085 .064
EYES2 .551 .914 .927 .178� .582 .027��� .815 .861

.547 -.076 -.314 -.058 -.058 .636 .397 .652
EYES3 .102� .834 .378 .873 .874 .048��� .257 .041���

-.506 -.086 .188 .251 -.006 -.445 -.189 -.207
CHIN .135� .813 .604 .484 .986 .197 � .602 .565

-.061 .194 .187 -.758 .325 .316 -.264 -.292
LIPS .866 .592 .604 .011��� .360 .373 .460 .413

-.119 -.322 .190 .009 -.212 -.088 .020 -.501
MOUTH .744 .365 .599 .980 .557 .809 .957 .140�

The upper sections show coefficient correlation rates, and the lower sections show significance

probabilities. ���, �� and � show significance level of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, respectively.

4 Discussions

The results of correlations between eight impressions are different between the
students’ pictures and the talents’ pictures. In the students’ pictures, “prefer-
ence” has strong correlations with the other seven impressions. These results
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indicate that degrees of fine-looking are very different between the students’ pic-
tures. Preferred faces are inclined to be evaluated better on all the impressions.
On the other hand, because the talents’ faces are fine-looking, on the whole,
the evaluations for the impressions are almost divided. The results suggest that
the talents’ facial features are helpful for determining how to apply makeup to
attain a specific impression.

The results of correlations between eight impressions and seven facial features
show that some methods are associated with specific impressions. For example,
the face associated with the “cute” impression consists of a short face, up-angled
eyes, and a vase-shaped chin. Namely, it is suggested that the user’s impression
can be changed by modifying a part of the face by the use of makeup.

Unfortunately, there few pairs that have significant correlations because we
prepared only 20 pictures for this experiment. If we prepare more pictures of
talents, as well as the impressions of four categories (see Sec. 2.2), we may
discover more methods of modifying a part of the face to achieve a specific ideal
impression.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described an experiment in which we asked subjects to evaluate
20 facial pictures on the basis of the following facial impressions: cute, beauti-
ful, cool, gorgeous, adult-like, sophisticated, youthful, and preference. Moreover,
each facial picture was given “facial features” on the basis of facial-feature points
of the face contour, one eye, lips, and a mouth. Finally, we analyzed correla-
tions between the impressions and the facial features. The results suggested that
the user’s impression can be changed by modifying a part of the face by using
makeup.

In the future, we will construct a makeup support system that shows what
kind of impression a user’s face gives to other persons and how to apply makeup
on the basis of her individual facial features to achieve her ideal impression.
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